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Abstract 
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h satisfying I E(h)nE(G)I 
Theorem 1.1. For every block G with I V(G)1 24 it holds that m(G)>3, i.e. a maximal 
Hamiltonian cycle in G2 contains at least four edges of G. 
2. Preliminary considerations 
Let G=( V(G),E(G)) be a nontrivial block and w a path in G. By C,(w) we denote 
the set of all components of G-w containing at least two vertices. For every CE C,(w) 
we denote by Cc a graph which comprises C, a new vertex 0 and 0 is adjacent to 
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a vertex x of C if and only if x is adjacent to a vertex of w in G. Obviously, every Gc is 
a nontrivial block. 
A block G is said to be minimal (or edge-critical) iff no graph arising from G by 
deleting any edge is a block. In a minimal block G, every cycle contains at least two 
vertices, the valency of which in G is two [2]. An important consequence of f&ha’s 
considerations [3] is given by the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1 (Schaar [4]). Let G be a minimal nontrivial block, w =(x, . . . , y) a path in 
G of length l(w) > 2, where x, y are adjacent vertices in G, and (hc: c~C,(w)) a family of 
paths hc in Gi on the index set C,(w), each of which satisfies the property 
(*) hc is a Hamiltonian path in Gs-0 joining two vertices, each of them being 
adjacent to 0 in Gc. 
Then there exist a vertex x’EV(G) with (xx’)EE(G) and a Hamiltonian path h in G2 
joining the endvertices x,y qf w and containing the edge (xx’) and every edge qf 
E(hc)nE(G) for any CEC~(W). 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
Now we shall prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. For every block G with 1 V(G)1 24 and any vertex XE V(G) there are vertices 
x’, YE V(G) adjacent to x in G and a Hamiltonian path h in G2 - x joining x’ and y and 
containing at least two edges of E(G-x). 
Proof. Assume that there is a block with at least four vertices containing a vertex such 
that the assertion in Lemma 3.1 is not valid. Among these blocks we may choose 
a block G with the minimum value of ] V(G)] + I E(G)I, and let x be a vertex in G with 
the property that the assertion in Lemma 3.1 does not hold. Obviously, G is a minimal 
nontrivial block, and for a given vertex y adjacent to x in G there exists a cycle in 
G containing x and y. Thus, there is a path w =(x, . . . , y) in G of length l(w) > 2, and we 
consider an arbitrary CEC~(W). 
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At first, let 1 V(C)133. Then Cc is a block with ) V(Gc))>4 and 
I~~~~~I+I~~~c~l~l~~~~I+I~~~~l. Hence, it follows that there are vertices 
ac, bc~ V(Gc) adjacent to 0 in Cc and a Hamiltonian path hc=(ac, . . . , b,) in Gi-0 
which contains at least two edges of E(Gc - 0) = E(C). 
Now let I V(C)1 = 2. Then the block Cc is a cycle of length three, and there are two 
distinct vertices a,-,& in Cc, each of them being adjacent to 0, and a Hamiltonian 
path hc=(ac,bc) in Gs--0 containing the edge (ac b&E(C). 
Thus, we have constructed a family (hc: CeC,(w)) of paths hc in G& each of which 
satisfies the property (*) in Lemma 2.1. Then this lemma yields a vertex x’ with 
(xx’)gE(G) and a Hamiltonian path h’=(x’, . . . , y) in GZ -x containing every edge of 
E(hJnE(G) for any CEC~(W). If there exists a CEC~(W) with I V(C)1 23, then its path 
hc contains at least two edges of E(C) E E(G - x). If there are two different components 
C,C’EC~(W) with ) V(C)l=l l’(C’)I=2, then hc and hc, contain at least one edge of 
E(C) cE(G-x) and one of E(C’)zE(G-x), respectively. In both cases h’ would 
contain at least two edges of E(G-x), which is a contradiction to the assumption 
on G. 
Therefore, C,(w) can contain at most one component C*, and for this component 
necessarily ) V(C*)l=2. Every other component of G-w consists of only one vertex. 
Every component C of G-w is joined with w by at least two edges in G, and the 
endvertices on w of these edges are pairwise nonadjacent in G, because G is a minimal 
block and (w, x) =(x, . . . , y, X) is a cycle in G. Hence, there is a vertex QE V(w) distinct 
from x and y which is adjacent to C in G, and the path w contains at least two inner 
vertices. We choose such a vertex zc and an edge in G joining C and zc and remove all 
other edges between C and w. This procedure applied to each component C of G-w 
yields a subgraph H of G which has the following shape: 
H consists of the path w = (x, x1, x2, . . . , xI, y) with r 3 2, of the edge (xY), of 
some edges (Xi xik) where every xik is an endvertex in H, k= 1, . . . , Si with 
Si 30, i= 1, . . . , r, and possibly of a path (xj, a, 6), for some jc{ 1, . . . , r}, where 
b is an endvertex in H and u#V(w). 
Then 
XI, x,1, . . . 7 Xrs,, Y) 
if H contains a path (Xj, a, b) for some j and 
~‘=~~~,~ll,~~~r~ls,,~2,~2l,...~~2S2’...,X~’~I1,...,~IS*,Y) 
otherwise is a Hamiltonian path in H 2 - x and therefore in G2 -x, which joins the 
vertices x’ := xi and y and contains r 3 2 edges of E( H - x) c E(G - x) where x’ =x1 is 
adjacent to x in G. However, this is a contradiction to the assumption on G, and 
Lemma 3.1 is proved. LI 
Obviously, Lemma 3.1 implies Theorem 1.1. 
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4. Remarks on the lower bound for m(C) 
The problem arises as to in what way (i.e. under which additional suppositions) the 
lower bound for m(G) given by Theorem 1.1 can be increased. In this connection we 
remark that for any natural number n>4 there are blocks G with n vertices and 
m(G) = 4; for instance, 
Denote by L(G) the circumference of the nontrivial block G, i.e. the length of a longest 
cycle in G. Then we can show the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let p~{3,4,5}. For every minimal nontrivial block G with L(G)>p and 
every vertex XEV(G) belonging to a cycle in G of length at least p, there are vertices 
x’, ye V(G) adjacent to x in G and a Hamiltonian path h in G2 - x joining x’ and y and 
containing at least p-2 edges of E(G-x). 
Proof. Because of Lemma 4.1 and the fact that the cycle of length three is the only 
minimal nontrivial block G with L(G)= 3, it follows that the statement of Lemma 4.1 
is true for p = 4 and p = 3. For p = 5 one can prove this assertion in an analogous way 
as Lemma 3.1 has been proved; however, one has to solve the additional problem of 
finding a complete classification of all minimal blocks H with the property that the 
length of a longest cycle in H is 1, for every I= 3, . . . , p-l,butforp=5thisiseasy. 0 
Corollary 4.2. For every block G containing a spanning subgraph H which is a 
minimal block with L(H)bp=5, it follows that m(G)>,p. 
Problem. Do Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 remain valid for p 3 6? 
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